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Using colorful cartoons, humorous illustrations, and an easy-to-read approach, The Human Body in
Health and Illness, 5th Edition makes it fun to learn anatomy & physiology. Step-by-step
explanations, clever features, and clinical examples simplify A&P concepts and relate A&P to the
real world. Organized by body system, this book shows how each organ is structurally designed to
perform specific physiological tasks while demonstrating what happens to the body when a system
does not function properly. Written by well-known author and educator Barbara Herlihy, The Human
Body in Health and Illness makes A&P concepts easy to understand even if you have a limited
background in the sciences. Full-color illustrations simplify difficult concepts and complex
processes. Colorful cartoons use humor to clarify and reinforce the content, making it more
memorable, accessible, and reader-friendly.Interesting analogies and examples make learning
easier, especially if youâ€™re studying A&P for the first time.Key terms and objectives are listed at
the beginning of every chapter, setting learning expectations and goals, with terms defined in a
comprehensive glossary. Did You Know boxes include brief vignettes describing clinical scenarios
or historical events related to A&P.Review tools include chapter summaries, Review Your
Knowledge questions, and Go Figure! questions relating to figures and diagrams. UPDATED
illustrations and content keep A&P information current and strengthen an already popular
textbook.UPDATED Medical Terminology and Disorders tables include pronunciations, derivations,
and word parts, along with expanded, in-depth descriptions of the most crucial
information.UPDATED! The Evolve website assets include practice exams, interactive activities and
exercises, the Body Spectrum Online Coloring Book, and more!
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I'm SO HAPPY, I repeat...SO HAPPY that this valuable book was FINALLY available for my kindle
apps on my iPhone 6 Plus and iPads. Had I had this book while in nursing school, not only would I
have aced anatomy, but I would have UNDERSTOOD IT!!! I obtained this book two years after
graduating and, believe it or not, for the FIRST TIME, I comprehended rather than parroted a bunch
of CRAP.I kept looking to see if this book was available for Kindle, and by a stroke of luck, today, I
sawthat it was. I had just enough on my gift card, and even though I could have waited, I did not
care. Now, I can refer to this at any given moment on my huge 6 Plus screen at work, or, on my
iPad. Way to go, , and THANK YOU BARBARA HERLIHY!!!

I really love this book. I read it cover to cover during my A&P course for nursing school. Everything
is broken down into easy to understand language, and there are really great illustrations. I would
recommend this book to anyone struggling with A&P. I have graduated now but I am definitely
keeping this on my shelf for future reference.

I downloaded the kindle app on my mac desktop, iPhone and macbook air. It will not let me
download this book! I am so frustrated, it will make it to about 25% and say download failed or just
keep re-trying. I've de registered and re-registered kindle app and logged out and back in many
times. What a waste of $28 now I have to buy a PDF for 4 times the price. I do not recommend.

The books is a good introduction to the human anatomy and it's very helpful for beginners.I
recommend it for use by all human science students.

Easy to read and colorful. Great attention to detail. Helped me learn more physiology of the body
versus just anatomy like previous books. Dr. Herlihy did a great job with this book!

I use this text for a graduate level radiologic anatomy and physiology course (in addition to two other
texts). It gets to the point but covers the basics of all pertinent systems.

pretty good and not overly wordy. don't like the fact that you have to go to another page almost

every time you have to refer to a picture.

Required reading for school. I can't say this is one of the best human body books I've read. Some
areas are too vague.
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